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Abstract

Aging is the physiological process, which starts in the conception producing characteristic changes to all the species during their life cycle. In the last decades of life, those changes produce a limit on adaptations of organisms in relation to their environment. Those problems can be processed by three diagnoses -Impaired physical mobility, sedentary lifestyle and impaired memory. The methodology proposes 18 outcomes included in the last version of NOC. Those outcomes are used to assess the intervention of tai chi during the four months developed with a group of 19 women older than 55 years which they presented theses diagnoses. The correlations were studied with Pearson and Spearman. The difference of variables between first sample and the last sample, which were more significant in relation to sedentary lifestyle. This is a pilot experience but it is the first step to the challenge of making standard instruments and scales for the outcomes of the nursing methodology.

Introduction

Aging is the physiological process, which starts in the conception producing characteristic changes to all the species during their life cycle. In the last decades of life, those changes produce a limit on adaptations of organisms in relation to their environment. The rate that these changes are developing on the different organs on the same person or different people, they are not the same [1]. From the point of view of the nursing diagnoses, which are defined as “A clinical judgement about the individual, the family or the community answers to real or potential life process, which provide the base to choose the interventions to reach results that the professional nurse is responsible” [2]. In aging the more frequent health problems are the mobility, the energy and the memory and also others, like sleep, pain or social isolation [3]. Those problems can be processed by three diagnoses -Impaired physical mobility, sedentary lifestyle and impaired memory.

Impaired physical mobility is defined by NANDA as “A state in which the individual experiences a limitation of ability for independent physical movement”. This limitation is produced by osteo-muscular diseases associated directly or indirectly with the aging, triggering walking and balance disorder that results in an exacerbation of the risk of falls [4].

Impaired memory is defined as “An inability to remember bits of information or behavioural skills” The subject older than 55 years perceive their memory more impaired than when they were young [5], but in recent studies it has been demonstrated that the “regeneration” of lost brain cells is able due to learning, a healthy mental life and exercise [6].

The sedentary lifestyle is defined as “A mode of living in which a person does not engage in sufficient physical activity or exercise for what is generally considered healthy living” The sedentary lifestyle joint to aging are two of the most important risk factors of cardiovascular disease [7].

The physical activity, specifically Tai chi, is a therapy of physical activity spread around the world for palliating and slowing down the effects produced degenerative process. The Tai chi has been studied on different health problems getting positive results over the blood pressure in sedentary patients [8], or over the balance and flexibility [9,10] and over the mental capacity [11].

Outcomes

Determine the incidence on the nursing diagnoses “Impaired physical mobility”, “sedentary lifestyle” and “impaired memory” with a programme of Tai chi over 16 weeks on women older than 55 years.

Materials & Methods

Through the process of Nursing Diagnoses (NANDA-I) Outcomes (NOC) and Interventions (NIC) with the book of NANDA NOC NIC linkage, the methodology propose 18 outcomes included in the last version of NOC [12]. Those outcomes are used to assess the intervention of tai chi during the four months developed with a group of 19 women older than 55 years which they presented theses diagnoses (Table-1). The independent variable was the Tai chi, which twice a week during sixteen weeks the group used to work with a qualified tutor with a physical activity plan. The indicators used are the dependent variable:

Results

Three samples were taken: before the intervention, after two months and after 4 months. The results are expressed as mean and standard deviation. The effect of the treatment of the analysed variables was performed with student’s t-test and Wilcoxon. The correlations were studied with Pearson and Spearman. The difference of variables between first sample and the last sample, which were more significant in relation to Sedentary lifestyle, were the systolic blood pressure 7,36 ± 19,10 (Sig. 0,002), BMI 0,69 ± 0,58 (Sig. 0,000) and the Barthel's scale 95,53 ± 6,867 vs 99,21 ± 1,873, (Sig. 0,018).

The difference of variables between first sample and the last sample, which were more significant in relation to impaired physical mobility, were MII -0,684 ± 0,671 (Sig. 0,000), knee extension 188,16 ± 5,58 vs 181,58 ± 2,38 (Sig. 0,001), knee flexion 250,26 ± 10,20 vs 275,26 ± 13,89 (Sig. 0,000), represented on Figure 1. Timed up and go test 11,00 ± 3,41 and balance on one foot 8,11 ± 5,64 vs 2,47 ± 2,89 (Sig. 0,000).
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The difference of variables between first and last sample (Figure 2), which were more significant in relation to impaired memory, were Trial 1-5 -2,78 ± 1,78 (Sig. 0,001) Deferred 5,84 ± 1,97 vs 7,53 ± 2,95 (Sig. 0,004) Recognition -2,00 ± 2,05 (Sig. 0,000).

**Discussion**

Subjects who practise Tai chi get an improvement in all the areas of the biopsychosocial sphere, contributing in their quality of life. The biggest aspect in the physical mobility is the improvement of balance, Valero Serrano (2010) [13] got proportional results to these results, with the difference that their study was longer than four weeks. Cuenca del moral, R. (2012) [14] concluded an improvement in the balance on one foot, decreasing the number of falls to 2.04 to 0.4. Wan C.’s study (2011) [15] stands out the flexibility on the knee on rheumatic patients with nearly a full recovery of the mobility. The outcome more relevant in relation to the sedentary lifestyle was the performance of usual routine measured with the Barthel’s scale. Chen’s study (2008) [16] shows similar results in relation to the upgrading that his subjects could get due to his patients were more dependent with the self-care than the subjects of this study who could assist to the class by their selves. About the impaired memory, the revision about cognitive results shows an important improvement like in the study of Yu-kai Chang (2010) [17], in spite he used another test, an MMSE. He demonstrated the improvement of the cognitive function in elderly patients. The studies shorter than 16 weeks did not show significant results.

**Conclusion**

We have demonstrated through this study that to practise Tai chi produces an improvement on the physical mobility with positive results on the balance and flexibility, that the sedentary lifestyle develop positive changes on the performance of usual routine, making to the subjects more independent with the self-care. Results are very hopeful on the memory that arises from the socialization and from the learning challenge. This is a pilot experience but it is the first step to the challenge of making standard instruments and scales for the outcomes of the nursing methodology.
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